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Part Number Description Units

CLETOP-S CASSETTE CLEANER

14110501 Cletop-S Type A (2.5mm - SC, FC, ST, E2000) Blue Tape Each

14110601 Cletop-S Type B (1.25mm - LC, MU) Blue Tape Each

14110611 Cletop-S Type B(1.25mm - LC, MU) White Tape Each

CLETOP-S REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGES

14110700 Cletop-S Replacement Cartridge - Blue Tape 6/Box

14110710 Cletop-S Replacement Cartridge - White Tape 6/Box

CLETOP CASSETTE CLEANER

14100500 Cletop Type A (2.5mm - SC, FC, ST, E2000) Blue Tape Each

14100600 Cletop Type B (1.25mm - LC, MU) Blue Tape Each

14100610 Cletop Type B (1.25mm - LC, MU) White Tape Each

14100101 Cletop Type MT-RJ White Tape Each

14100201 Cletop Type MPO-MTP White Tape Each

CLETOP REPLACEMENT REELS

14100700 Cletop Replacement Reel - Blue Tape 6/Box

14100710 Cletop Replacement Reel- White Tape 6/Box

CLETOP STICK CLEANERS

14100400 Cletop Sticks - 2.5mm diameter (200 sticks per box) 1 Box

14100401 Cletop Sticks - 1.25mm diameter (200 sticks per box) 1 Box

Fiber Cleaning Products
CLETOP

Fiber Optic Connector Cleaning Sticks
These fiber optic cleaning products out-perform the others because these nibs are based on

a unique, thermally-sintered polymer which is molded, not fabric wound around a handle of

foam glued to a stick.  This enables each FiberCare cleaning stick to wick up more liquid con-

tamination or solvent and trap more particulate than fabric-style swabs (and with none of the

drawbacks of foam-type swabs).  These sticks conform to connector end-face surfaces

including angled connectors.  Packaged in convenient, color-coded travel kits, these sticks

save time and money.  U.S. patent pending.

“Clamshell” S25 S16 S12 P25 XMTPak Contents
Typical 2.5 mm 2.0 mm & 1.6 mm 1.2 mm for all exposed MPO, MTP
Connectors connectors, connectors, connectors, ferrules and (with or without
to be Cleaned SC, ST, FC, MILC 28876, LC, MU jumpers pins), Biconic

ASC, AFC, etc MILT 29504/14/15,
D4, MT-RJ

MCC-S25 5 bags 0 0 0 0
MCC-S16 0 5 bags 0 0 0
MCC-S12 0 0 5 bags 0 0
MCC-P25 0 0 0 5 bags 0
MCC-XMT 0 0 0 0 5 bags
MCC-VM 1 bag 1 bag 1 bag 1 bag 1 bag
MCC-VS 2 bags 0 1 bag 2 bags 0
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Fiber Optic Consumables

Big Blast Canned Air
Big●Blast™ precision duster is ultra-pure and double-filtered for the very best cleaning results. It

also uses a special valve which doubles the "pushing power" when compared to old syle dusters.

This non abrasive cleaner quickly blasts dust, dirt and other dry contaminents out of audio equip-

ment, electronics, connectors, medical devices, keyboards, mechanical assemblies, lab instru-

ments and hard to clean surfaces.  Use Big Blast to remove lint, fibers, hair, dust, and grit as well

as to blow dry water solvents.

Precision Optical Cleaner
The MicroCare MCC-POC03M is a precision optical cleaner is used to clean critical optical

devices, including soft plastic components. Packaged with Triton™ 3-way dispensing valve allow-

ing user to dampen a cleaning swab, wet a wipe, or spray the solvent all from the same package.

It is "TravelSAFE™" - meaning the pump spray is "nonhazardous, nonregulated" so it can be

shipped by air without extra paperwork or hazmat fees.

Fiber Preparation Fluid
The Fiber Prep Fluid from MicroCare leads the industry for cleaning fiber before splicing. Unlike

competitive solvents, this optical-grade fluid has been engineered specifically for cleaning glass

fiber prior to fusion splicing or termination. Nonflammable and plastic-safe, it also is ideal for

cleaning residues from connector end-face after polishing. The cleaner is a safe, fast-drying,

ozone-safe replacement for alchohol cleaners. It easily removes the buffers, dust, oil, grime and

moisture from fiber optic cable. 

Fiber Connector Cleaner
This unique product contains a high-purity solvent engineered for cleaning precision optical 

components made of glass, metal, or soft plastics (including plastic optical fiber). This formula 

neutralizes static electricity to dissapate bonds that attract and hold particles to surfaces. It 

also dissolves fingerprints, light oils and surface films. Fast-drying and ozone-safe, this is an 

excellent nonflammable replacement for either isopropyl achohol or acetone. It is safe on most 

materials glass, ceramic, metal, plastic, electronics and cured epoxy surfaces. Test before 

use on lens coatings. Easy to use and ultra-pure. 

FiberAide Lint Free Fiber Connector Cleaner
These wipes are specifically designed for single-use applications and are ideal for cleaning con-

nector end-faces and bare fiber. Material resists tearing and linting. 2.76" x 1.57" (7 cm x 4 cm)

size cleans up to six fiber optic endfaces. Individually packaged. 50/bag

Model MCC-POC03M

Model MCC-FPF03M

Model MCC-FCC03M

Model MCC-AIR107

Fiber Wipes
FiberCareTM FiberWipesTM are specifically designed for use in the fiber optic industry.  These lint-

free wipes are stronger, but softer and more absorbent than traditional cellulose wipes.  Each

mini-tub contains 90 perforated lint-free wipes.  The wipes are packaged in a compact pull-out tub

with MicroCare’s unique “Drop-n-StopTM” packaging - the octagonal top keeps the package from

rolling if dropped.  Each wipe is 4” x 2”, which is the perfect size for cleaning fibers or connector

end-faces.

Model MCC-WFW

Model MCC-FA1


